COVID-19 Situational Report

Operational Period: The Information in this report is from: 05/11/20 – 05/18/20
Report Prepared by Donna Peachey

CURRENT SITUATION:
Ohio Cases: 28,454 Total, 26,646 Confirmed, 1,808 Probable, Ohio Deaths: 1,657
Deaths in Ohio Long-term Care Facilities: 1031 (62% of Ohio deaths)

Logan County Cases: 33 Total, 22 Confirmed, 11 Probable | Deaths: 0 Total
• 60% Female, 40% Male
• Over 400 tests in Logan County to date
• Mode of transmission of confirmed cases – travel 5%, contact with a known positive case 38%, community spread 57%.

ACTIONS COMPLETED SINCE LAST SITUATIONAL REPORT:
• Volunteer supervisor set up contact tracing schedule for volunteers (MRC & ODH)
• Reviewed 153 business reopening plans to date
• Covid specific funding – monthly report and expenses approved
• Responded to churches and ball leagues regarding safe reopening
• Weekly Chamber business call and emails

LIAISON:
• Unified Command communication weekdays

LOGISTICS:
• PPE Distribution of the last of LCHD Supplies - 32 “Push Packs” to area medical facilities.
• 150 test kits received, 30 test kits distributed to Logan Acres, 50 kits distributed to MRH

PUBLIC INFORMATION:
• 6 social media postings, retweeted and shared on twitter - total post reach of 7,465 on social media
• Updated LCHD website
• Weekly Update sent to Chamber, Media, Staff, BOH
• Call Center: # of calls – 87
• Sent out HAN regarding Multisystem Inflammatory Syndrome in Children